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Memories of Asia-Pacific War are constantly present in Japanese popular culture. Despite the 
research concerning representation in mainstream culture, little is known about their depiction in 
amateur works. Dōjinshi, self-published comic books and novels, circulate among Japanese fans in 
great numbers, with market value estimated at seventy billion yen. Created by the youngest 
generation of artists with different levels of skills, the dōjinshi market is open to all kinds of 
content. Non-derivative works focused on war history are a small but notable category. They are 
presented in their own section of dōjinshi-conventions, and promoted online via creators’ websites, 
social media and Internet stores. This study discusses the works of three dōjin circles (as the artists 
are called) creating manga referring to Asia-Pacific War. They were chosen during Comic Market 
(the biggest Japanese dōjinshi fair) as the most focused on the topic of the war among all the other 
circles presenting their works during the event, many of which include also other military conflicts. 
All three circles depict primarily episodes concerning the Imperial Japanese Navy, but in different 
ways: the first through nostalgic depiction of veteran’s memories, the second through the 
adventures of a personified battleship, and the third through humorous short stories involving a 
great variety of historical figures. All three are deeply rooted in authors’ research and refer closely 
to historical facts. I trace dōjinshi historical representations through the analysis of these works, as 
well as through interviews with representatives of two out of three circles. By specifying ways in 
which creators combine historical facts and fictional narratives I argue that war-themed dōjinshi 
provide the reader with faithful but selective historical accounts. Shorter, complete with 
referencing, and containing greater amount of humour, I analyse how war-themed dōjinshi can 
provide both historical knowledge and entertainment to fans of the genre. 


